A Clock Keeping Track of the Minutes
Gospel — God's Creation

(Guitar: Capo 3)
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1. A clock keeping track of the minutes and hours; A house that is stately and
D  A7  D  G  D  A7
grand; A garden that's planted with beautiful flowers; All were made by experienced
D  G  D  A7  D
hands! 2. Each was formed by a craftsman With conscientious care. In distance
D  Bm  Em  A7  D  A7
put a bly a maker was there! Yes, the clock, house,
D  G  D  A7  D
garden so fair, Their makers declare.

D

3. I detect an architect, planning, designing; A gardener pruning, a
D  A
watchmaker winding. The clock, house,
D  G  D  A7  D
garden so fair, Their makers declare.

D

4. Oceans and rivers, waterfalls, fountains; Clouds and thunder,
D  A
snow-clad mountains; The sun, moon,
D  G  D  A7  D
stars all declare, Our Maker is there.